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Big Data Forensics: Learning Hadoop InvestigationsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Perform forensic investigations on Hadoop clusters with cutting-edge tools and techniques


	About This Book

	
		Identify, collect, and analyze Hadoop evidence forensically
	
		Learn about Hadoop's internals and Big Data file storage concepts
	
		A step-by-step guide to help you...
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Mastering Python Scripting for System Administrators: Write scripts and automate them for real-world administration tasks using PythonPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Leverage the features and libraries of Python to administrate your environment efficiently.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to solve problems of system administrators and automate routine activities
	
			Learn to handle regular expressions, network administration
	...
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Experiment-Driven Product Development: How to Use a Data-Informed Approach to Learn, Iterate, and Succeed FasterApress, 2019

	
		Improving your craft is a key skill for product and user experience professionals working in the digital era. There are many established methods of product development to inspire and focus teams—Sprint, Lean, Agile, Kanban—all of which focus on solutions to customer and business problems. Enter XDPD, or Experiment-Driven...
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The CTO Job Manual: A Wealth of Reference Material and Thought Leadership on What Every Manager Needs to Know to Lead Their Technology TeamAspatore Books, 2004
Why spend countless hours searching for relevant thought leadership articles, specific pieces of statistical data, and navigable reference information, when one resource provides it all? In The CTO Handbook, former CTO of IBM Next Generation Group Mark Minevich, guides readers through what need not be a daunting world of IT management - addressing...
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Computational Vision and Medical Image Processing: Recent TrendsSpringer, 2010

	Nowadays, computationalmethodologies of signal processing and imaging analysis for 2D, 3D and even 4D data are commonly used for various applications in society. For example, Computational Vision systems are progressively used for surveillance tasks, traffic analysis, recognition process, inspection purposes, human-machine interfaces, 3D...
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MATLAB Graphical Programming: Practical hands-on MATLAB solutionsApress, 2014

	 


	MATLAB enables you to work with its graphics capabilities in almost all areas of the experimental sciences and engineering. The commands that...
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The Statistics of Gene Mapping (Statistics for Biology and Health)Springer, 2007

	This book details the statistical concepts used in gene mapping, first in the experimental context of crosses of inbred lines and then in outbred populations, primarily humans. It presents elementary principles of probability and statistics, which are implemented by computational tools based on the R programming language to simulate genetic...
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C++ Design Patterns and Derivatives Pricing (Mathematics, Finance and Risk)Cambridge University Press, 2008
'This is a short book, but an elegant one. It would serve as an excellent course text for a course on the practical aspects of mathematical finance.'  International Statistical Institute

'This book is thought-provoking and rewarding. Even for the less experienced programmer, the presentation is readily accessible, and the coded examples...
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Data Mining In Time Series Databases (Series in Machine Perception and Artificial Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2004
Traditional data mining methods are designed to deal with “static” databases, i.e. databases where the ordering of records (or other database objects) has nothing to do with the patterns of interest. Though the assumption of order irrelevance may be sufficiently accurate in some applications, there are certainly many other cases, where...
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Mastering Statistical Process Control: A Handbook for Performance Improvement Using SPC CasesButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
Mastering Statistical Process Control shows how to understand business or process performance more clearly and more effectively. This practical book is based on a rich and varied selection of case studies from across industry and commerce, including material from the manufacturing, extractive and service sectors. It will enable readers to...
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Hardware Acceleration of EDA Algorithms: Custom ICs, FPGAs and GPUsSpringer, 2010

	This book deals with the acceleration of EDA algorithms using hardware platforms such as FPGAs and GPUs. Widely applied CAD algorithms are evaluated and compared for potential acceleration on FPGAs and GPUs. Coverage includes discussion of conditions under which it is preferable to use one platform over another, e.g., when an EDA problem has...
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Hacking Google Maps and Google Earth (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Going somewhere? Or just getting back?
 

Great vacation photos—too bad you can't remember where you took them.  And wouldn't it have been terrific to find a pizza joint when you bumped into your college buddy in that little ski town? Well, by making Google Maps and Google Earth do your bidding, you can find out not only where...
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